There have been a variety of approaches taken to try to characterize and identify the genetic basis of adaptation in nature, spanning theoretical models, experimental evolution studies and direct tests of natural populations. Theoretical models can provide formalized and detailed hypotheses regarding evolutionary processes and patterns, from which experimental evolution studies can then provide important proofs of concepts and characterize what is biologically reasonable. Genetic and genomic data from natural populations then allow for the identification of the particular factors that have and continue to play an important role in shaping adaptive evolution in the natural world. Further to this, experimental evolution studies allow for tests of theories that may be difficult or impossible to test in natural populations for logistical and methodological reasons and can even generate new insights, suggesting further refinement of existing theories. However, as experimental evolution studies often take place in a very particular set of controlled conditions -that is simple environments, a small range of usually asexual species, relatively short timescales -the question remains as to how applicable these experimental results are to natural populations. In this review, we discuss important insights coming from experimental evolution, focusing on four key topics tied to the evolutionary genetics of adaptation, and within those topics, we discuss the extent to which the experimental work compliments and informs natural population studies. We finish by making suggestions for future work in particular a need for natural population genomic time series data, as well as the necessity for studies that combine both experimental evolution and natural population approaches.
Introduction
We have numerous examples of adaptations inferred from times series in the fossil record and from studies of extant natural populations adapting to changing environmental conditions. Elucidating the genetic basis of these adaptations, however, is still a formidable task. Natural selection acting on genetic variation is the only process that consistently produces biological adaptation. But the fraction of genetic variation enabling adaptation is potentially minute and thus hard to study in natural populations. This has frustrated progress in uncovering the genetic basis of adaptation for a wide range of organisms. However, it is only by looking broadly across taxa and environments that we can begin to identify the generalities vs. idiosyncrasies of adaptation.
Several research programmes have developed almost independently over the years to tackle the genetics of adaptation. Two types of approaches, 'top-down' and 'bottom-up', aim to explore the genetics of adaptation by examining natural populations (NP), while a third uses experimental evolution (EE) of highly controlled populations in the laboratory. Studies taking the 'topdown' approach scrutinize the fitness consequences of phenotypic variation in natural populations, and work out the genetics underlying these phenotypes. This approach is the most direct as it directly examines the phenotypic variation and its fitness consequences in the naturally occurring environment (Hoekstra et al. 2006) . Identification of the links between genes and fitness in these natural populations has allowed for the inference of key historical molecular adaptations, and in some cases even experimental validation of these inferences through the reconstruction and analysis of those ancestral proteins (e.g. Harms & Thornton 2014; McKeown et al. 2014) . This approach, however, can be greatly limited by the number of individuals that can be phenotyped and assayed for fitness. Furthermore, even in the few situations where phenotypic variation for a set of ecological traits has been related convincingly to fitness differences, elucidating the genetic basis of such phenotypic variation is still a formidable task despite the boost in the ability to survey almost any nucleotide level variation in genomes (Lamichhaney et al. 2015) .
A large number of studies are taking the 'bottom-up' approach and bypass phenotypic variation altogether. They rely exclusively on genetic data, probing patterns of polymorphism and divergence at the nucleotide level in an attempt to identify regions/sites in the genome that are under selection (Vitti et al. 2013) . All of these 'bottom-up' methods invariably rely on characterizing a null distribution for a summary statistic describing some aspect of the data, for example the raw amount of polymorphism, proportion of rare vs. frequent alleles, or the mean amount of genetic differentiation. The null distributions are increasingly being specified by jointly fitting or prefitting a demographic model based on a fraction of the data that is deemed to be selectively neutral. Regions exhibiting discrepant values for these summary statistics are then candidates for selection. A considerable amount of method development has transformed the field, in particular with the introduction of computer intensive methods for fitting quite complex demographic scenarios to the data (Gutenkunst et al. 2009; Alves et al. 2012) . Despite this leap in complexity, some claim that model misspecification -in particular when incorporating population subdivision -might be yielding spurious outliers that are not actually footprints of selection (Bierne et al. 2011 (Bierne et al. , 2013 Fraisse et al. 2015) . The use of an empirical null distribution obtained from a fraction of the genome that is deemed neutral may alleviate some of these issues (Lotterhos & Whitlock 2014) . Crucially, these approaches rely on the assumption that most of the genome, or at least a sizable well-identified class of sites in the genome, is truly neutral and therefore are only affected by demography (Li et al. 2012) . However, there is mounting evidence that selection might be affecting, via linkage, a very substantial portion of the genome of species that are scrutinized to learn about the genetics of adaptation (Sella et al. 2009; Comeron 2014) . EE studies use an almost orthogonal approach relying on highly artificial environments created in the laboratory where repeated bouts of evolution from a common ancestral genotype or population can be tracked through time. Depending on the choice of organism, samples can be stored at regular time intervals and used for future in-depth genetical or phenotyping studies including standardized fitness assays. The power of this approach is undeniable. Besides the added benefit of transforming evolutionary genetics into a prospectively experimental instead of mostly historical/retrospective enterprise, it has yielded a wealth of empirical information about the genetics of adaptation.
Experimental evolution can be used to characterize extensively the spectrum of mutations arising through their effects on fitness in well-defined laboratory conditions. This is important because mutations are ultimately the raw stuff that enable adaptation. Other aspects of the dynamics of adaptation that have been studied intensely in the EE programme include the dynamics of selected mutations through time and independent selection of rare beneficial mutations vs. massive selective interference. Finally, EE has also begun to explore how environmental variation -both temporal and spatial -shapes selection and in turn the dynamics of adaptation.
Although the EE research programme has been traditionally focused on fitness as the ultimate phenotype, whole-genome sequencing has been invading the field over the last 5 years (Barrick et al. 2009; Brockhurst et al. 2011; Dettman et al. 2012) . The EE programme has been very successful on various fronts but one can wonder how widely applicable the findings of EE are and whether or not the observed patterns are too idiosyncratic of the laboratory environment to be of broad interest to a scientific community focused on understanding the genetics of adaptation in naturally occurring populations (for further discussion of these criticisms, see for example Buckling et al. 2009 ). There has also been a paucity of direct comparisons of patterns emerging from EE and NP studies, with some important exceptions in the study of antibiotic resistance of human pathogens (e.g. Wong et al. 2012; Ariey et al. 2014 ) and now recent work in yeast and bacteria (Maddamsetti et al. 2015; Metzger et al. 2015) . As is clear from these emerging examples, and as we highlight further in this review, merging insights from the EE and NP research programmes can provide powerful and so far largely unexplored ways to borrow strength from both approaches.
Here the specific aim of our review is to revisit a number of outstanding questions on the genetics of adaptation and critically assess if the EE and NP centric approaches can complement each other. Our review is placed within the context of three interdependent poles of research in this field -Theory, Natural Populations, Experimental Evolution -with Theory and EE providing important proof of concept for theories testable in nature, and both EE and NP providing insight for development and ongoing refinement of the theory (Servedio et al. 2014) . We focus on key topics for the evolutionary genetics of adaptation and critically assess what key pieces of knowledge have been gained using the EE approach. We ask to what extent these insights are specific to idiosyncratic laboratory conditions and how EE can help to complement other research strategies aimed at understanding the genetics of adaptation.
What kinds of mutations enable adaptation?
Mutations provide the variation that enables populations to evolve. Thus, knowledge of the properties of those mutations can help to guide our understanding of how evolution is expected to proceed, in particular the rate of adaptation, and how readily and repeatably populations adapt to novel environments. Specifically, we need to characterize the fitness effects of mutations that are available for selection to work with, as well as the types of mutations that tend to be selected and so rise to high frequencies in a population as it adapts. When a population is faced with a novel environment, its potential for adaptive evolution is provided by the already present standing genetic variation or by de novo genetic variation arising during that bout of adaptation. However, the relative importance of these two sources of variation in natural populations is still not clear. Another important part of understanding the drivers of adaptation is examining whether a substantial heterogeneity exists at the genome level between different types of mutations (loss-vs. gain-of-function, types of genes, etc.) that can also impact the dynamics of adaptation. We discuss these elements below.
The distribution of fitness effects of new mutations
A number of experimental studies have made strides towards characterizing the effect and size of new mutations affecting fitness. Mutation accumulation and directed mutagenesis experiments, now in combination with genome sequencing, have given us much insight into the distribution of effects of all arising mutations in a range of model organisms (Halligan & Keightley 2009) , while experimental evolution studies have given us insight into the effects of mutations directly responsible for increases in fitness (recent review by Bataillon & Bailey 2014) . In general, these experiments suggest that while the majority of mutations appear to have nearly neutral effects, it is mutations of intermediate effects that tend to drive adaptive evolution. These studies have also provided more quantitative tests for the distribution of fitness effects (DFEs) of novel mutations and in particular beneficial mutations (Fig. 1) . Overall, experimental data tend to agree with the theoretical predictions -fitness effects of new mutations tend to be gamma distributed (although there are exceptions, e.g. Hietpas et al. 2011) , and when the population in question is already quite well adapted, the effects of beneficial mutations follow a generalized Pareto distribution (e.g. Rokyta et al. 2008; Bataillon et al. 2011 ; although there are exceptions, e.g. Levy et al. 2015) .
In natural populations, polymorphism data possibly complemented by measures of divergence can be used to infer the DFE of mutations arising in gene coding regions (Keightley & Eyre-Walker 2010) and more recently in functional but noncoding regions (Gronau et al. 2013; Racimo & Schraiber 2014) . Inferences from these methods suggest that the DFE can vary widely (Kousathanas & Keightley 2013; Bataillon & Bailey 2014) . However, direct comparisons between the insights obtained by EE and polymorphism/divergence surveys are quite problematic for a number of reasons. First there is almost zero taxonomic overlap between approaches although in a few taxa (such as yeast) both approaches could potentially be compared. The DFEs inferred from joint patterns of polymorphism and divergence are cast in terms of an effective selection coefficient -s multiplied by a scaling Fisher's geometric model at three levels of initial adaptation. Similar variation in DFEs across level of adaptation has been found empirically in Escherichia coli Perfeito et al. 2014) . Further theoretical results on DFEs expected under Fisher's model can be seen in Martin & Lenormand (2006) and Tenaillon (2014). factor that is the effective population size. This potentially complicates comparisons; however, as effective size can be seen as a scaling factor, emphasis should be on the general shape of the inferred distributions. Last, while a laboratory environment-specific selection coefficient is straightforward to compute in an EE study, the (scaled) selection coefficients inferred from polymorphism and divergence data are in essence long-term averages encompassing a mosaic of environments (see below for more on both the crucial importance of having a time perspective and the importance of environmental heterogeneity).
De novo vs. standing variation
While spontaneous mutation is the ultimate source of all variation on which selection acts to drive adaptation, when a population is adapting to a new environment selection may either drive fixation of mutations already present in the population (standing variation) or, alternatively, act on mutations arising de novo during that bout of adaptation. Quantification of the relative importance of these two types of mutations for adaptive evolution across a range of scenarios is important for predicting the rate of adaptation in novel environments (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Barrett & Schluter 2008) .
In populations of organisms with long generation times that typically also evolve at small demographic population sizes, the input of new mutations per generation is expected to be modest, and thus, the total waiting time for useful variation to appear de novo might be exceedingly long. In contrast, rapidly reproducing organisms, especially species evolving with very high demographic population sizes, might benefit from a substantial mutational input of de novo variation over a short time span. Theory predicts that the relative importance of de novo vs. standing variation might also depend on the mating system and the history of populations (Orr & Betancourt 2001; Gl emin & Ronfort 2013) .
Determining the importance of these two sources of variation is difficult in evolution experiments for several reasons. First, the majority of experimental evolution studies use asexual microbes living in relatively simple environments, effectively eliminating the possibility for any standing variation to be maintained long enough to be important for evolution. Thus, in these cases de novo mutation is the only source of variation for selection to act on. This type of experimental set-up might also be critically lacking another important source of variability available for selection in nature, as many bacteria also take up DNA fragments present in the environment, incorporating these fragments into their genomes.
While there have also been a number of experimental evolution studies using sexual organisms (e.g. Drosophila: Burke et al. 2010 ; Caenorhabditis elegans: Gray & Cutter 2014), these sexual organisms have generation times that are orders of magnitude longer than microbes, and so it is logistically difficult to maintain these experiments for long enough to see new mutations, much less observe the contributions of those mutations to adaptive evolution. Thus, most experimental set-ups lack the ability to observe the dynamics of de novo and standing variation simultaneously. An exception is a recent experiment with sexual yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), initiated with diverse outcrossed populations and cultured with periodic bouts of sex (Burke et al. 2014 ; also see Parts et al. 2011) . This study identified regions under selection as those that followed consistent monotonic temporal patterns across replicate experimental populations. However, while de novo mutation did have the potential to play a role in this experimental, in actuality genetic variation at all the sites identified as being under selection in this experiment was the result of standing variation.
Patterns of variation in genomes are affected jointly by demographic history (this affects the genome as a whole) and selection (this varies by genomic location). Several theoretical models have explored the effect of selection on the diversity at neighbouring linked neutral sites. One important theoretical finding is that selective sweeps that originate from a single mutation (so-called hard sweeps) leave a different imprint on patterns of linked neutral diversity compared to sweeps where selected alleles are regularly introduced by mutation or pre-existing alleles segregating in a population (soft sweeps) (Hermisson & Pennings 2005) . Therefore, one can, in principle, infer the relative importance of both types of sweeps from genomewide patterns of diversity.
In that context, various methods have been recently proposed to try and distinguish between selection footprints left specifically by either soft vs. hard sweeps (Peter et al. 2012) . At this stage we only have a cursory understanding of the power of these methods. Crucially, it is not clear yet to what extent the power of detection of soft vs. hard sweeps is influenced by the demographic history of the population and the effect of a favourable mutation relative to the polygenic background of variation for fitness of a trait under selection (Chevin & Hospital 2008; Stephan 2015) . Merely exhibiting instances of selection leaving detectable footprints at the molecular level was once a feat in itself (Wang et al. 1999 ), but we have now transitioned to a situation where we have a plethora of instances of natural selection footprints but still a very cursory idea of how biased the list of reported instances is (Rockman 2012) . This potential bias of unknown magnitude casts doubt on the validity of a strategy relying exclusively on detection of footprints of selection to answer the question of the relative importance of de novo vs. standing variation in enabling adaptation to new environments.
Molecular characteristics of adaptive mutations
If the particular mutations that contribute to adaptation tend to have some general characteristics, identifying those characteristics could help us to better predict which genes or regions of the genome are most likely to contribute to adaptive evolution. If there are multiple potential genetic routes to the same phenotypic outcome, we expect evolution to tend to follow the most readily available genetic route. In EE, the adaptive routes taken very often involve loss-of-function mutations. Lossof-function mutations are a very common class of mutations because many types of mutations (e.g. frameshifts, missense, gain-of-stop-codon) at many locations along a gene can result in the loss-of-function of the protein that particular gene codes for. Loss-of-function of a protein can be beneficial if that protein is costly and unnecessary, for example those proteins involved in motility in a population evolving in a well-mixed laboratory environment (e.g. Zhong et al. 2009; Maughan & Nicholson 2011; Bailey et al. 2015) .
Loss-of-function mutations are also beneficial when they occur in genes coding for proteins that repress the expression of others that are themselves beneficial proteins. For example, an evolution experiment tracking Pseudomonas aeruginosa populations adapting to a quinolone antibiotic, ciprofloxacin (Wong et al. 2012) , found that loss-of-function of efflux pump repressors was the most common mode of resistance evolution. Efflux pumps actively transport unwanted substrates such as antibiotics out of the cell. Interestingly, loss-of-function of efflux pump repressors is a known mechanism for quinolone resistance in clinical isolates of P. aeruginosa (Wong & Kassen 2011) , and more broadly for multidrug resistance in clinical isolates of a range of Gram-negative bacteria (Blair et al. 2014) . However, while these loss-of-function mutations are seen in the clinical setting, the most common mode of resistance is, in fact, via mutations that specifically target drug enzymes (Wong & Kassen 2011) . Although these target-specific mutations are likely a much smaller class of mutation compared to loss-of-function, it may be that they result in more effective antibiotic resistance. Thus, while in the longer-term clinical setting the drug enzyme-specific mutations tend to win out, populations in Wong et al.'s experimental populations did not evolve long enough for these rare target-specific mutations to arise. An alternate possibility is that the drug enzyme-specific mutations confer less of a fitness cost in the absence of antibiotic compared to the efflux pump mutations, and so in the clinical setting where antibiotic treatment often starts and stops, the less costly mutations prevail.
Another interesting example of the importance of lossof-function of repressors in experimental populations is the 'wrinkly spreader' (WS) phenotype that consistently evolves in populations of P. fluorescens grown in static microcosms (Rainey & Travisano 1998) . In these experiments, the WS phenotype evolves via a number of genetic routes, most often via mutations conferring lossof-function to negative regulators of operons responsible for synthesis of cellulose -the proteins responsible for the WS phenotype (McDonald et al. 2009 ). However, there are many other less-common routes to the WS phenotype that have been characterized by Lind et al. (2015) , who classify and quantify this variety showing that 98% of mutations confer WS phenotype via loss-of-function of a negative regulator, and the other 2% through promoter and intragenic activation, and gene fusions.
There are a few examples of loss-of-function mutations thought to be tied to adaptive evolution in natural populations. One of the most well characterized cases is loss-of-function mutations to the FRIGIDA gene that have arisen independently in several populations of Arabidopsis thaliana (Corre et al. 2002) . Loss-of-function of the FRIGIDA gene is associated with an early-flowering phenotype and this is beneficial under certain environmental conditions (but note also, there is a strong genotype-by-environment interaction; Stinchcombe et al. 2004) . It has been suggested that these loss-of-function mutations are recent adaptations to the new environments A. thaliana now occupies due to its relatively recent postglacial expansion.
On the short evolutionary timescale -one that experimental evolution is well suited to explore -loss-of-function mutations are important drivers of adaptation. However, over longer timescales, other classes of mutations begin to play more important roles because, of course, loss-of-function mutations are not sufficient to explain the origin of new functions. Indeed, the Escherichia coli populations in Richard Lenski's longterm evolution experiment have seen many putatively beneficial loss-of-function mutations; however, after 30 000 generations of evolution, a key innovation arose in one of the populations -a mutation that usurps a promoter, ultimately allowing for the organism to utilize citrate, a substrate that was previously inaccessible to E. coli (Blount et al. 2012) .
How prevalent are stable/selectively maintained polymorphisms?
In a simple homogeneous environment, genetic diversity can be maintained by balancing selection when rare alleles have a fitness advantage. Two kinds of selection that have this effect are: (i) heterozygote advantage/ overdominance, and (ii) negative-frequency-dependent selection. Alternatively, in a heterogeneous environment, temporal and spatial variation in selection can lead to the maintenance of balanced polymorphisms through the evolution of locally adapted specialists. In this section we explore the prevalence of balanced polymorphisms in natural and experimental populations, focusing on the evidence for adaptive mechanisms maintaining genetic diversity in the absence of environmental variation. A discussion of evolution in variable environments is deferred to later.
Heterozygote advantage/overdominance
Genome scans for selection typically focus on the detection of selective sweeps or alleles that underly local adaptation but there is also increasing interest in being able to detect instances of balancing selection. However, very often the tests employed for detecting balancing selection ignore the underlying process causing balancing selection and focus exclusively on the expected deviation from selective neutrality in patterns of sequence polymorphism (Andr es et al. 2009; Vitti et al. 2013) . Although there are a few cases where we understand very precisely why we expect to see balanced polymorphisms (e.g. SI alleles, mating types in fungi), it is currently unclear how much balanced selection we expect in nature, and in particular, how prevalent balanced selection driven by heterozygote advantage is in outcrossing organisms.
Recent theory -so far based mostly on Fisher's fitness landscape (Manna et al. 2011; Sellis et al. 2011 ) but also older work based on metabolic control theorymake predictions on the levels of dominance we expect for mutations affecting fitness. Both metabolic control theory and Fisher's fitness landscape models map the effects of mutations at the phenotypic level to fitness. In the case of Fisher's model, traits are arbitrary but their phenotypic variation causes fitness variation. In metabolic models, the traits are enzyme activity in a pathway and flux through the pathway is the proxy for fitness. In both instances mutations have additive effects on the phenotype and the nonlinear mapping between phenotype and fitness is what generates dominance (Keightley & Kacser 1987; Lunzer et al. 2010; Jiang et al. 2013) . A few EE studies, notably large data sets in yeast, allow for testing this theory (Agrawal & Whitlock 2011; Manna et al. 2011; Sellis et al. 2011) .
Given that one can make testable predictions regarding the dominance of mutations affecting fitness, one could envision going one step further and also using such models to answer -at least theoreticallyquestions such as the following: How often do we expect balancing selection due to an overdominant mutation? The modelling approach used to derive theoretical expectations for dominance can be used to work out how pervasive heterozygote advantage is expected to be in populations. This type of theoretical approach could also be systematized to explore the consequences of fluctuating environments for the genetics of adaptation. Some progress has been made on this question by studies that consider how mutations differentially affecting sexes (Connallon & Clark 2014; Kirkpatrick & Guerrero 2014) or more broadly, different environments (Martin & Lenormand 2015) . A better theoretical understanding of the potential environmental conditions and frequency at which we expect to observe balancing selection created by overdominant mutations would be valuable for boosting studies in both EE and NP that are targeted at studying balancing selection.
Together this growing body of theory could be tested using an EE approach employing diploid organismsfor which dominance can be measured (Agrawal & Whitlock 2011; Manna et al. 2011) . This body of theory also has the potential to guide genomewide scans for balancing selection in natural populations by providing a clearer picture of the processes underlying balancing selection. It can also be the basis for designing more sensitive methods targeting balancing selection footprints caused by specific types of processes or help focus studies of natural populations on the genomic contexts that are most likely to harbour such polymorphisms (Qiu et al. 2015) .
Frequency-dependent selection
Another mechanism that can drive and maintain stable genetic diversity in populations is negative-frequencydependent selection. Here, the relative fitness of a genotype depends on its frequency in the population and can result in the stable maintenance of multiple genotypes. There are a number of interesting examples of this type of selection in EE, many of which arise from 'cross-feeding' between genotypes -when one genotype lives off the by-products of another genotype. In this scenario, negative-frequency-dependent selection arises because the by-product consuming genotype does very well when rare as it is surrounded by by-product producing individuals. However, as it becomes more frequent, the by-product producing genotype becomes less frequent resulting in a decrease in the per capita byproduct supply and so a decrease in fitness. Rosenzweig et al. (1994) first showed how cross-feeding allows polymorphisms to be maintained by negativefrequency-dependent selection in experimentally evolved populations of E. coli, and subsequently the long-term dynamics and genetic details of this type of balanced polymorphism have been examined in populations from Lenski's long-term E. coli evolution experiment (Rozen & Lenski 2000; Le Gac et al. 2012; Plucain et al. 2014) and others (e.g. Herron & Doebeli 2013) . While the molecular mechanisms and genetic details of the particular interactions seen in these experimental systems may not be readily transferable to understanding stable polymorphisms in natural populations, these experiments have allowed for the exploration the conditions under which frequency-dependent selection is expected to arise, and characterization of the evolutionary dynamics of these types of interactions.
Many EE studies observe phenotypic and genotypic diversity that, while not stably maintained in the long term, is maintained for substantial periods of time, sometimes long enough to make it difficult to distinguish from truly stable polymorphisms (e.g. Kao & Sherlock 2008; Lang et al. 2011; Maharjan et al. 2015) . This diversity is generated by 'clonal interference' (two competing beneficial mutations: Gerrish & Lenski 1998) or 'multiple mutation effects' (multiple competing beneficial mutations: Desai & Fisher 2007) . In a population experiencing clonal interference, clones from a lineage harbouring a beneficial mutation rise in frequency but before that mutation reaches fixation, another beneficial mutation arises in the ancestral background and this second beneficial mutation also begins to rise in frequency. While only a single genotype is expected to win out in the end, competition between those two clonal lineages slows the process of fixation and so diversity may be present in the population for an extended period of time. 'Multiple mutation effects' is simply a generalization of this scenario where many different beneficial mutations arise and compete for fixation simultaneously. Lang et al. (2011) distinguish between mechanisms driving diversity in~600 S. cerevisiae populations, classifying the evolutionary dynamics as dominated by sweeps, clonal interference, multiple mutation and frequency-dependent selection by examining the frequency trajectories of the evolving lineages. The authors estimate that in these lines the majority of the observed diversity was generated by clonal interference or multiple mutation effects. Although some populations do appear to have stable polymorphisms, possibly maintained through frequency-dependent selection, these are much less common. In sexual populations, the potential for recombination to combine multiple beneficial mutations into a single individual makes clonal interference much less important. However, these experiments show the diversity of mechanisms that can generate diversity in populations and underline the importance of developing methods to distinguish between mechanisms generating and maintaining polymorphisms in natural populations.
How repeatable is evolution?
Despite the stochastic nature of evolution, there are many examples of similar traits evolving repeatedly in natural populations faced with similar environmental challenges (e.g. reduction of body armour in freshwater sticklebacks, Colosimo et al. 2005 ; colour variation in mice, Hoekstra et al. 2006) . These similar phenotypic changes are often interpreted as evidence of strong selection (Losos 2011 ). Selection will strongly bias the spectrum of fixed mutations as a function of the fitness advantage conferred by a mutation. However, there are often many possible genetic routes by which the same phenotypic changes can evolve (e.g. Lind et al. 2015) and so repeated evolution at the gene or even nucleotide level is expected to occur much less frequently. The presence of repeated independent changes at the gene level suggest that in addition to selection, gene-togene or region-to-region heterogeneity in mutation rates may be an important driver of these patterns. In fact, theory suggests that under the assumptions of a 'strong selection-weak mutation' regime (beneficial mutations fix sequentially through a series of selective sweeps), heterogeneity in mutation and selection have the potential to contribute equally to the probability of repeated evolution (Chevin et al. 2010; Lenormand et al. 2015) . On the other hand, if the mutation supply rate is large (i.e. N e l ≫ 1), multiple beneficial mutations may arise simultaneously and compete for fixation. Under this regime, selection is expected to play the dominant role in driving the emerging patterns of repeated evolution (Nagel et al. 2012; Lenormand et al. 2015) . However, the relative effects of selection and mutation rate heterogeneity on observed patterns of repeated evolution, and how these contributions might shift under different types of selection regimes is still not clear, as studies typically concentrate on one cause of heterogeneity (e.g. selection) at the expense of the other (e.g. mutation).
The EE programme provides an excellent framework for the systemic examination of repeated evolution. Repeated evolution has been observed experimentally across multiple levels of organization (from nucleotide to gene to phenotype, e.g. Tenaillon et al. 2012 Wong et al. 2012) . In these experiments, the selection environment is highly controlled and usually relatively simple, so perhaps it is not surprising that the same phenotypes tend to evolve repeatedly in replicate experimental populations adapting to the same environment. Indeed, in this kind of set-up, divergent phenotypes are the interesting exceptions; possible evidence for unexpectedly rugged fitness landscapes (e.g. Melnyk & Kassen 2011) .
More difficult to explain by selection alone, are repeat changes observed at the gene, and even nucleotide levels in these experiments. The frequency of repeated evolution at the gene level varies greatly across organisms and environments, and EE studies offer, and in some cases explicitly test, a number of potential mechanisms for these observed differences. For example, one factor shown to influence the frequency of repeated evolution is population size -large populations show a higher frequency of repeated evolution compared to small populations (Lang et al. 2013) . A large population can harbour a large supply of contending mutations and so it is expected to follow a more deterministic, predictable evolutionary trajectory where only the most beneficial mutations eventually fix, compared to a small population whose evolutionary trajectory will tend to be more stochastic (Nagel et al. 2012) . Theoretical models suggest a number of other factors with the potential to affect the degree of repeated evolution, such as the current level of adaptation in the population and level of pleiotropy of new mutations affecting fitness (Orr 2005; Chevin et al. 2010) , and there is great potential for EE studies to explore these predictions. Furthermore, future statistical and mathematical modelling approaches should be aimed at quantifying the relative effects of selection and mutation on patterns of repeated evolution in these experimental data, and then evaluate the potential for environmental factors to shift these patterns.
Despite the potential for highly complex and variable selection regimes in nature, there are numerous examples of repeated evolution in natural populations. For very specific selection pressures, repeated independent evolutionary changes have even been observed down to the amino acid level (e.g. echolocation in mammals: Parker et al. 2013 ; cardenolide resistance in insects: Zhen et al. 2012 ). More generally, many natural populations with parallel phenotypic changes have been shown to have parallel changes at the gene level. A meta-analysis by Conte et al. (2012) quantified the probability of gene reuse in natural populations that had evolved the same phenotypic adaptations. They saw that the mean probability of gene reuse ranged from about 0.1 to 0.8 depending of the relatedness of the populations under comparison. This is not dissimilar from the range of gene reuse seen in experimental populations evolved in the same selection environment. For example, using Conte et al.'s metric to calculate gene reuse across experimental bacterial populations from Bailey et al. (2015) , mean probabilities of gene reuse ranging from 0.08 to 0.59, depending on selection environment. For replicate bacterial populations adapting to a quinolone antibiotic (Wong et al. 2012 ), Conte et al.'s gene reuse metric ranges from 0.33 to 0.36 depending on other attributes of the selection environment. Thus, with respect to gene reuse, EE and NP studies appear to be quite comparable.
One potentially important difference between parallel evolution in the laboratory and in natural populations is the origin of the mutations giving rise to those parallel changes. As touched upon earlier in this review, the EE programme is often strongly biased towards experimental set-ups for which genetic variation is generated via de novo mutations and so knowledge gained about patterns of repeated evolution from those studies is specific to independently arising mutations. However, as is pointed out by Martin & Orgogozo (2013) , similar phenotypes arising in independently evolving populations can result from not only the repeated generation of the same mutations in multiple populations, but also the repeated propagation of pre-existing mutations. In other words, repeated evolution can occur in independent populations via the repeated fixation of mutations that existed as standing variation in the ancestral population (e.g. reduction of body amour in freshwater stickleback; Colosimo et al. 2005) . A few EE studies are starting to explore the characteristics of this type of repeated evolution (Parts et al. 2011; Burke et al. 2014) .
Another potential mode of repeated evolution, largely unexplored within the context of the EE programme, is lateral transfer of beneficial mutations via introgression or horizontal gene transfer (but see Perron et al. 2012 for an exception). These processes have been implicated in driving repeated evolution in natural populations across a range of taxa (e.g. introgression: Kim et al. 2008; Song et al. 2011; horizontal transfer: Ochman et al. 2000; Cobbs et al. 2013) . While lateral gene transfer can be difficult to incorporate into EE studies, it is certainly an important area for future work in understanding patterns of parallel evolution in natural populations, and in particular for more applied questions regarding the repeated evolution of antibiotic resistance in bacteria (Jansen et al. 2013 ).
It's the environment, stupid
In nature, environments are variable, and thus, selection strength and direction are trivially expected to vary as well. In experiments, we often strive to reduce environmental variation, working with very simple environments in an attempt to isolate the effects of other factors such as population size, sex, etc. on patterns of evolution. This is a potentially disadvantageous mismatch between the EE and NP programmes. However, there are also a number of EE studies that specifically aim to examine the effects of environmental variation on the process of adaptation. While it is clear that selection fluctuates and shifts in natural populations, the potential impact of that variation on evolution is only beginning to be explored with genomic data. It is important to consider that selection can vary not only as a result of extrinsic processes (e.g. spatial and temporal variations in climate), but also as a result of intrinsic (often biotic) processes that have the potential to feedback as evolution proceeds (e.g. host-pathogen coevolution). These different types of variation have the potential to have important and potentially very different impacts on the evolutionary dynamics of adapting populations as we discuss below.
Are rates of beneficial mutation conditioned by current level of adaptation?
Inferring the DFE of new mutation remains experimentally challenging even with model organisms in wellcontrolled environments. As stated above, one of the obvious short coming of the EE approach is that fitness of strains are measured in very artificial environments. But one important empirical and robust insight emerges from the wealth of experiments carried out so far. Intuitively mutations, because they are random perturbations, often tend to deteriorate fitness. In a very well adapted population the intuition is that virtually all mutations are deleterious and beneficial mutations vanishingly rare. That argument has also been repeatedly used since Gillespie (Martin & Lenormand 2008 ) to make prediction not about the whole DFE but the DFE for the fractions of mutations that are beneficial. But this theoretical purely heuristic argument cannot account for how different environments and different initial level of adaptation condition the availability of beneficial mutations. Theory based on an explicit fitness landscapes -and Fisher's geometric model (FGM) is emerging as a popular model (see Tenaillon 2014; Martin & Lenormand 2015) -has allowed for a more rigorous validation of these intuitions and, importantly the formation of precise predictions on the fraction of beneficial mutations available as a function of the initial level of adaptation of a population. The key prediction is that the fraction of favourable mutations available in a population for adapting in a given environment is strongly conditioned by the current level of adaptation in that population (Fig. 1) .
Direct experimental evidence from single-step mutations in genes (Barrick et al. 2010; Hietpas et al. 2011; Bank et al. 2014) shows very convincingly that the DFE is strongly determined by the current level of adaptation in the particular environment where it is measured. Similarly, quantitative analysis of the fitness trajectories of populations through time supports this view (Schoustra et al. 2009; Gifford et al. 2011; Perfeito et al. 2014; Good & Desai 2015) . In this respect, EE provides a robust empirical result that is very hard to obtain without the laboratory-controlled condition approach. It is also likely to be very influential for directing future theoretical and empirical work aimed at understanding how novel mutations can enable further adaptation over time in populations that are initially poorly adapted to their current environment.
How specialized are adaptations?
A more challenging question to tackle is how environment-specific beneficial mutations are. In some cases, as a population adapts its fitness improvements are very specific to the environment in which it is selected, but in other cases evolutionary adaptations seem to confer more general fitness improvements (Bataillon et al. 2011; Bank et al. 2014) . The pervasiveness of local adaptation and the specificity of the particular mutations underlying those adaptations have important consequences for the evolution and maintenance of diversity, as well as the resilience of populations faced with changing environments (Collins & de Meaux 2009 ).
There have been numerous studies that look for evidence of local adaptation using reciprocal transplant experiments -an experimental design where fitness is quantified and compared between populations grown in their native environment and those transplanted and grown in a non-native environment (Kawecki & Ebert 2004) . While the empirical evidence suggests that fitness trade-offs are far from ubiquitous a meta-analysis of reciprocal transplant experiments reported local adaptation was detected in 71% of the studies examined, and collectively these studies showed a general negative (albeit weak) correlation between a population's fitness in its native environment and its fitness in a foreign environment (Hereford 2009 ). Another meta-analysis of reciprocal transplant studies focused solely on plants shows the same frequency of local adaptation (Leimu & Fischer 2008 ). EE studies measuring the level of specialization in populations evolving in divergent environments suggest that significant fitness trade-offs readily evolve (in 20 of the 21 cases reviewed by Kassen 2014) .
In recent years, effort has been made to try to identify alleles responsible for local adaptation and understand their fitness effects. By identifying the adaptively important genes, we can explore whether trade-offs are a result of specific genetic architecture and constraints on the traits under selection, or alternatively, whether trade-offs arise as a result of additional mutations that are neutral in the selection environment but deleterious elsewhere. Experimental evolution shows evidence for both mechanisms (decay of unused trait: e.g. Hall & Colegrave 2008; antagonistic pleiotropy: e.g. MacLean et al. 2004) , sometimes even within the same system (e.g. Presloid et al. 2008) . In natural populations, a number of studies that detected trade-offs using reciprocal transplant experiments have also gone on to identify genes responsible for these adaptations (Savolainen et al. 2013) .
Genomewide scans for the detection of loci underlying local adaptation primarily seek genomic regions or SNPs exhibiting higher than average genetic differentiation among potentially locally adapted populations, and/or look for associations between SNP frequency and environmental variables among a set of populations (Coop et al. 2010; G€ unther & Coop 2013) . There has been a recent upsurge in the use of these methods (Savolainen et al. 2013) , in particular methods for detecting association between SNPs and environmental covariates especially because it can enable the study of recent/ongoing adaptation to climatic variables in long lived organisms such as trees where a direct experimental approach is laborious (Grivet et al. 2011; JaramilloCorrea et al. 2015) . This is an area of very active research for both method development and testing of the relative performance of these methods (De Mita et al. 2013; Lotterhos & Whitlock 2014) . Problems with these approaches can be numerous: false positives due to demographic effects, and the specification of a robust null model for the amount of correlation expected for a neutral SNP with no effect at all on adaptation. Environment association detection has to overcome the very same caveats that plague association studies seeking SNPs that are causal of phenotypic variation -association can be spuriously created by population structure, although methods have been developed deal with this issue (e.g. Yu et al. 2006; Kang et al. 2008) . Ideally, these detection methods should be seen as a first step and candidate SNPs should be validated using more experimental approaches.
Environmental variability: generalists, specialists and diversity
Environments vary in both space and time across many different scales, and so given the potential for local adaptation and specialization, how do we expect natural populations to evolve in such a variable world? The answer to this question depends on a number of things including the particular nature of that variability, genetic and physiological constraints on the traits under selection, and rates of gene flow. In a temporally varying environment, individuals in the population are forced to deal with the full range of variation. In this case, the theoretical expectation is that the genotype with the highest geometric mean fitness will prevail (Haldane 1937, pp. 338) , and thus, a population of generalists will evolve. For a population in a spatially varying environment (where dispersal distances are low relative to the spatial scale of the variation), different lineages within a population may only be exposed to part of the full range of variation within a single generation of evolution. In this case, the theoretical expectation is for multiple locally adapted specialists to evolve and, if there are fitness trade-offs in adapting to one part of the environment vs. another, this diversity of specialist types may be stably maintained. Of course this outcome also depends on genetic constraints which can limit the extent of adaptation to a particular part of the environment, and gene flow, which can aid in the adaptive evolution of a population by increasing the supply of genetic variation for selection to act on, but on the other hand can overwhelm a population with maladapted alleles.
EE studies have made significant progress towards understanding some of the key factors driving adaptation in range of variable, albeit still relatively simple, environments. A number of EE studies document adaptation to temporally (e.g. Bennett et al. 1992; Kassen & Bell 1998; Condon et al. 2014) and spatially varying environments (e.g. Silver & Mateles 1969; Joshi & Thompson 1997; Jasmin & Kassen 2007; Bailey & Kassen 2012) . Many of these studies support the theoretical expectations outlined above, but others contradict these expectations and suggest additional potentially important factors driving adaptation in variable environments. For example in the case of Bailey & Kassen (2012) , large differences in the evolutionary potential for improvement in different parts of a spatially variable environment resulted in the evolution of a single specialist (instead of multiple specialists or a single generalist), an outcome that was then maintained due to large evolved differences in the productivity of the component parts of that spatially variable environment.
EE studies have used trait measurements to quantify quantitative genetic variance (Beardmore 1961; Mackay 1981; Venail et al. 2011) , and others, molecular markers (Powell 1971; Haley & Birley 1983) to try to characterize the genetics underlying adaptation in different types of variable environments.
Recently, whole-genome sequencing has been used to obtain more complete characterizations of the genetics underlying adaptation in experimental populations evolving in variable environments. For example, consistent with the theoretical expectations discussed above, Huang et al. (2014) found that genetic diversity at sites likely under selection was highest in Drosophila melanogaster populations evolved in spatially variable environments compared to those evolved in temporally variable and constant environments. These EE studies have provided an important intermediate link between theoretical models and natural populations, confirming or rejecting expectations but also suggesting other important factors with the potential to influence evolution in variable environments.
Adaptation feeds back on environment: biotic interactions and co-evolution Selection environments can also change and vary as a direct result of evolutionary changes in the adapting population, creating a feedback between the population and its environment. This is perhaps most apparent when the selection environment is itself an evolving population, for example in a host-parasite system, but occurs whenever an important attribute of the selection environment involves ecological interactions with another evolving population. In a co-evolving selection environment, a number of the general predictions about adaptive walks change. For example, as the populations do not move closer to an evolutionary optimum with each adaptive step, the fitness effects of mutations are no longer expected to decrease and the rate of adaptation remains constant. Another potential outcome is intensified local adaptation as populations become specifically adapted to interactions with their particular co-evolutionary partner population.
There are now a few EE studies that have tracked the genomic changes of co-evolving populations, in particular bacteria-phage co-evolution (Paterson et al. 2010; Meyer et al. 2012) . These studies support some of the basic theoretical expectations for key differences between evolution in abiotically vs. biotically varying environments (e.g. higher rates of adaptation and genetic divergence in phage with co-evolving host populations compared to phage with fixed host populations; Paterson et al. 2010) and help add to our understanding of processes that likely play an important part in the evolution of natural populations that often live in biologically diverse communities. Because of the potential for such a diverse range of biotic interactions, isolating the effects of these types of interactions in many natural populations is difficult. However for some specific types of interactions, in particular host-pathogen interactions, there has been some progress (Woolhouse et al. 2002; Gagneux 2012; Sironi et al. 2015) .
While many EE studies have been aimed at examining the effects of different types of environmental variation on adaptive evolution, the extent of variation and the complexity of these laboratory environments have still been arguably very simple in comparison with the types of variation experienced by natural populations.
Although performing experiments in simple environments has been an immensely profitable approach for isolating and identifying factors driving evolutionary adaptation, it is also extremely important to expand the EE programme to more complex laboratory environments in order to better understand how adaptation proceeds in the complex natural world (Collins 2010) .
Conclusions
What have we gained?
The EE programme has provided direct insights on a number of evolutionary processes that can be inferred only indirectly via the study of natural populations. In particular, information about mutation rates and effects of mutations on fitness is exceedingly hard to obtain, yet these are central quantities for population genetic models of adaptation. The empirical estimates of these quantities that have been obtained so far are important milestones for guiding the development of improved theoretical models and methods for detecting selection footprints.
EE has established that DFEs are also highly environment-specific in the sense that current level of adaptation strongly conditions the DFE. This is a major building block to achieving a more mature understanding of how adaptation proceeds. A more thorough understanding of the heterogeneity of mutation rates and processes throughout the genome -still at a nascent stage -will also be a key to formulating testable quantitative theories on the relative importance of mutation and selection in shaping the evolution of populations and to inform us on how repeatable we can expect the process of evolution to be. It is also important to keep in mind that patterns of evolution have the potential to vary widely across both selection environment and organism, and so it is critical that we continue to broaden the range of biological systems explored if we are to gain a more complete understanding of how adaptation proceeds. This speaks not only to the NP programme but also to EE where experimental designs would benefit greatly from a wider range of organisms and environment-specific manipulations.
All methods for detecting regions under selection invariably have to make assumptions about both demographics and the relative importance of various types of mutations. In particular, one can hope that a more thorough understanding of the DFE and its variation will translate into better expectations for the relative amounts of positive and purifying selection and more sensitive tests for the occurrence of favourable mutations. In this context, the EE programme can also be a source of inspiration to re-emphasize the power of hav-ing a temporal perspective in surveys of genomewide polymorphism in natural populations. Indeed, this is perhaps the most conspicuous advantage of the EE setup -the ability to evolve in parallel and assay/resequence at regular time intervals. In natural populations, there could be a big advantage to using more systematic designs involving temporal samples to detect segments of the genome responding to selection. This has been done to some extent in a few human pathogen systems (Poon et al. 2012) . Recent and ongoing advances in sequencing technologies make this kind of repeated sampling design more and more logistically (and financially) feasible (Th epot et al. 2015) even in nonmodel organisms with no reference genome (Jones & Good 2015) . Furthermore, a range of methods are being developed to distinguish selection and drift using these temporal designs (Goldringer & Bataillon 2004; Feder et al. 2014; Gompert 2015 ).
The way forward
There are a few ways in which future EE and NP studies should be focused to best support continued progress in our understanding of the genetics of adaptation. First, we need time series data from natural populations. This point has been touched upon already, but its importance warrants it a second mention. Adding this temporal dimension will give genome scan approaches a chance to become much more powerful. We need more explicit modelling of the interaction of various forms of selection and demography to generate clear expectations for footprints of selection instead of merely 'rejecting' selective neutrality, and time series data will make distinguishing these different footprints of selection more clear.
Second, there is a need to refocus EE studies towards experimental designs where evolution is tracked across a set of different environments where we manipulate the most salient features of environmental variation. We know indirectly, for example, that many complex, and potentially biotic, environmental factors are important for the survival of microbes in nature, as the vast majority of microbes have in fact proved impossible to culture using standard laboratory growth conditions (Vartoukian et al. 2010) . Designing experiments aimed at looking across a range of environmental conditions will allow for a more comprehensive test of emerging quantitative theories about the DFE in multiple environments, revisit experimentally the importance of fine-grained vs. coarsegrained environmental variation, and test more extensively if adaptation in one environment generally comes with a sharp loss of adaptation in adjacent environments. A long-term ambitious goal is to examine in the laboratory the extent to which adaptation can be seen as a sequential fine-tuning of a population to a fixed environment or whether evolution can be best described as being moulded by extensive frequency-dependent selection among interacting genotypes.
Finally, we need to continue to merge the NP and EE approaches more extensively, directly comparing data obtained from both types of studies. This kind of combined approach is clearly achievable for a range of model species (e.g. numerous bacteria species, Arabidopsis, C. elegans, Drosophila) and, in fact, is already starting to be carried out in yeast (Metzger et al. 2015) and bacteria (Maddamsetti et al. 2015) . For example, Metzger et al. (2015) use a combination of EE and NP approaches to look for evidence of selection on mutations in a S. cerevisiae promoter region (TDH3). The authors compare the distribution of effects on gene expression of a random set of experimentally derived mutants (EE data) with the distribution of effects arising from naturally occurring polymorphisms (NP data), suggesting that a mismatch between these two distributions indicates that selection has shaped the phenotypes seen in the naturally occurring isolates. Using this combined approach, they are able to show that the promoter of interest has been affected more by selection for low levels of expression noise than by selection for a particular level of expression.
Another recent study also makes direct comparisons between EE and NP data, this time in E. coli (Maddamsetti et al. 2015) . This particular study is notable not only because it is one of the first to directly compare evidence from both EE and NP data to draw inferences about the processes driving evolution, but also because it suggests some key differences between the processes that drive evolution in EE and NP. These differences arise both from a mismatch in the timescale of evolution observed in EE and NP data and from differences between EE and NP in the potential for horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and recombination. As mentioned earlier in this review, HGT and recombination have been shown to be important processes involved in the adaptive evolution of a number of natural populations. However, to date there have been very few EE studies that explore the potential role of these processes -an important direction for future EE work. It is clear that studies that directly combine and compare data from the two very different but complimentary approaches of the EE and NP programmes will be key to revealing the true relevance and impact of the EE programme on our understanding of the genetics of adaptation in nature.
